Junior Concert Band Auditions

Technical Requirements: Bass Guitar

Range:

\[ \text{Range Diagram} \]

Scales: Preferably from memory

1. Eb Major 1 octave
2. G Major 1 octave
3. Ab Major 1 octave
4. F Major 2 octaves
5. B Chromatic Scale 1 octave

Articulation:

1. all slurred
2. all staccato
3. 2 slurred, 2 staccato
4. 3 slurred, 1 staccato

Tempo: play crotchets at mm $\theta = 100$
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1:

34 $j = 100$

38 Double Time Jazz ($j = \frac{7}{4}$) $j = 200$

Swing Bass-like!

Tempo $\{j = \frac{7}{4}\} j = 100$

27

"Theme from JAWS"  $j = 120$

Slightly faster, ominously

P < mf  P < mf  P < mf  P < mf  mp

34

"Addams Family Theme"

38

Light Swing ($j = \frac{3}{4}$)

$\frac{f}{mf}$